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All of the below bars can be added/removed via the Customer Portal 24/7, providing the bar is available in the portal 
as a selectable bar. All automated portal transactions can take up to 24 hours to fully complete at the network. 
Network bars that have to be requested by Zest4 direct with the network (not available through the portal) can 
take up to 48 hours to be processed.

ABS O2 International and Premium Bar
This restricts calls from the UK to non-UK numbers and this restricts calls to 09 numbers only. It does 
not bar calls to services such as 118, or 08 prefix numbers. Also, it does not bar Premium SMS 
subscriptions, or restrict SMS to chargeable 5-digit short codes.

ABS Inclusive Calls Bar* Bars domestic (UK) calls to number ranges within the standard voice bundle.

ABS Chargeable Calls Bar*
Bars domestic calls to number ranges excluded from the standard voice bundle, and international calls 
to Zones 3 & 6.

ABS UK to International Zone 2*
Bars international calls from the UK to International Voice Zone 2 (i.e. European roaming zone, except 
Ireland).

ABS UK to International Zones 4 & 5* Bars international calls from the UK to International Voice Zones 4 & 5.

ABS UK to Ireland* Bars international calls from the UK to Ireland.

ABS GPRS Bar
This restricts any type of data usage so using apps, web browsing, streaming, sending MMS etc. in the 
UK and abroad.

ABS O2 IMEI Bar This adds a full bar to the number at the network, as well as barring the device IMEI at the same time.

ABS O2 SMS Incoming & Outgoing Bar This restricts both incoming and outgoing SMS in the UK and abroad.

ABS O2 Roaming Bar This restricts any type of roaming usage (calls, SMS and data - inbound and outbound).

ABS O2 Stolen Bar
This restricts everything inbound and outbound on the number, so would typically be used for lost/
stolen situations. It is sometimes called a Both Ways bar by O2. This will apply in the UK and abroad. It 
does NOT bar the IMEI of the device.
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All of the above bars can be added and removed at any time via the Zest4 Customer Portal and it will link direct to the O2 network. 

*PLEASE NOTE: The bars highlighted in yellow above are INCOMPATIBLE with the Wi-Fi Calling service.

http://www.zest4customers.com
http://zest4customers.com
http://www.zest4customers.com
http://zest4customers.com
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In addition to the bars on the previous page, there are 2 other system-generated bars 
available in the Zest4 Customer Portal and it will link direct to the O2 network:

O2 Alert Bar
This is a system generated bar. It cannot be added on the portal, it can only be removed. The Alert bar adds an 
Outgoing usage bar and Outgoing Roaming bar at the network, once a O2 Spend Alert has been triggered. This bar can 
be removed via the Zest4 Customer Portal 24/7.

High Roller Bar

This is a system generated bar. It cannot be added on the portal, it can only be removed. As a default, the High Roller 
bar adds on a GPRS Bar if a user triggers £100 Data Roaming spend within a rolling 24-hour period. 

This is more like a failsafe Fraud Bar that guards against potential bill shock in those countries where it is very 
expensive to use data (e.g. Brunei where it is £18 per MB to use data with no inclusive allowances).

The High Roller bar can be removed 24/7 via the Zest4 Customer portal. The £100 High Roller limit can be amended to an amount of a 
minimum of £10.00 and a maximum of £10,000 but this is amended via our billing system on receipt of written request from partners/
customers. You cannot raise this High Roller threshold yourselves via the Zest4 Customer Portal.

ABS O2 Outgoing Bar

This restricts outgoing calls, outgoing SMS and outgoing data usage. It allows incoming calls and incoming 
SMS. This is the same bar at the network as the Alert Bar mentioned above, so we have to restrict its 
availability to partners in the Customer Portal, to avoid any confusion with customers accidentally removing 
Alert Bars when they don’t mean to do so.

ABS O2 Incoming Bar This bars incoming calls and SMS to the number but allows outgoing calls and SMS.

IMEI Only Bar / Blacklist
This is a bar that restricts the IMEI of the device. This can only be added / removed by Zest4 contacting 02 
directly and can take 72 working hours to be actioned by the network. Any requests to add/remove an IMEI 
bar should be raised via Support Ticket in the Customer Portal.

There are 3 other bars that are not currently available on the Zest4 Customer Portal. These bars are only available direct on the network and 
therefore cannot be added or removed by partners/customer themselves through the Zest4 Customer Portal.

http://zest4customers.com
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VF Alert Bar
This is a system generated bar. It cannot be added on the portal, it can only be removed. The Alert bar adds a full 
admin bar at the network, once a VF Spend Alert has been triggered. This bar can be removed via the Zest4 
Customer Portal 24/7.

VF Admin Bar
This restricts everything inbound and outbound on the number, so would typically be used for lost/stolen 
situations. This will apply in the UK and abroad. It does NOT bar the IMEI of the device.

Domestic Data Bar This a UK Data Bar. It doesn’t bar data usage abroad.

International Bar This restricts calls from the UK to non-UK numbers.

MMS Bar This restricts the ability to send and receive MMS.

Data Roaming Bar This bars data usage in non-UK countries.

Voice Roaming Bar This bars outgoing and incoming calls and SMS while abroad.

Outgoing Calls Bar This restricts outgoing calls, outgoing SMS and outgoing data usage. It allows incoming calls and incoming SMS.

Premium Calls
This restricts calls to 09 numbers only. It does not bar calls to 118, 08 numbers, and it does not bar Premium SMS 
subscriptions.

SMS Outgoing This bars outgoing SMS.

SMS Incoming This bars incoming SMS.

Premium SMS This bars Premium SMS.

MMS Bar This bars outgoing and incoming MMS.

http://zest4customers.com
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In addition to the Vodafone bars on the previous page, there are 2 other bars that are not available in the portal 
but can be added at the network upon written request from partners:

MPAY Bar

This restricts the Charge to Bill service which can stop numbers from signing up to additional paid 
subscription services through their device, for things such as games, ring tones, streaming services etc. Please 
raise a support ticket if you want to switch this off on a Vodafone number. This can take up to 48 working 
hours to be processed.

IMEI Only Bar/Blacklist
This is a bar that restricts the IMEI of the device. This can only be added / removed by Zest4 contacting 
Vodafone directly and can take 48 working hours to be processed by the network. Any requests to add/
remove an IMEI bar should be raised to Zest4 via Support Ticket in the Customer Portal.

http://www.zest4customers.com
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